Abstract We present shear wave velocity structure beneath China by joint modeling of teleseismic receiver function and Rayleigh wave group velocity dispersion data observed at +1000 permanent broadband seismic stations in the Chinese National Digital Seismic Network (CNDSN). A ray-parameter-based stacking method is employed to minimize artifacts in stacking receiver functions from different sources. The Rayleigh wave dispersion curve is extracted from group velocity tomographic models at all applicable periods. Enhanced preconditions are applied on the linearized iterative inversion to regularize and balance multiple types of data. The velocity profile inversion at each station starts from an initial model derived from sediments, crustal thickness, V p /V s ratio and P n /S n models. This multistep approach not only reduces uncertainty and nonuniqueness of the velocity inversion but also efficiently fills information gap in each data set. We then generate a 3-D S velocity model by combining and smoothing all the 1-D models. The obtained 3-D model reveals crustal and upper mantle velocity structures that are well correlated with tectonic features of China, for example, our model shows a clear east-west bimodal distribution at 35 km deep, low velocity in the crust beneath central and eastern Tibetan plateau, and sedimentary structure in major cratons and basins. Our model is consistent with existing tomographic models in large scale but provides more structural details in regional and local scales.
Introduction
Receiver function imaging technique has become a powerful tool to probe Earth's interior structure, partially due to the rapid expansion of three-component broadband seismographs in recent years. The receiver function technique can effectively isolate the shear wave response of Earth's structure beneath the receiver site by deconvolving the vertical component with source signatures from the mode-converted waves on the horizontal components. In general, the shear wave response is more sensitive to radial changes rather than the absolute amplitude of seismic structures. Since Langston [1979] first introduced the concept in his pioneer work more than three decades ago, various methods have been developed to investigate crustal and upper mantle structure using receiver function data. They have been used to estimate crustal thickness, crustal V p /V s ratio, density contrast across the Moho [e.g., Zhu and Kanamori, 2000; Chevrot and van der Hilst, 2000; Nair et al., 2006; Niu et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2010] , to create images of discontinuities in the mantle and crust [e.g., Owens et al., 2000; Gilbert et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2005] and to constrain dipping and anisotropic structures in the crust [e.g., Cassidy, 1992; Frederiksen and Bostock, 2000; Liu and Niu, 2012] . On the other hand, receiver functions have weak response to absolute velocities, leading to substantial uncertainties in modeling velocity profile. The inversion of receiver function for velocity is thus generally regarded as a strongly nonunique and nonlinear inverse problem [e.g., Langston, 1979; Ammon et al., 1990; Ammon, 1991; Jacobsen and Svenningsen, 2008] . Although the nonunique problem can be partially reduced by incorporating tomographic models [e.g., Tkalčić et al., 2011] , using receiver function data alone cannot fully solve the issue no matter what methods are used [e.g., Ammon et al., 1990; Shibutani et al., 1996; Zhao et al., 1996; Sambridge, 1999; Bodin et al., 2012] .
On the contrary, surface wave dispersion data have better sensitivity on the average of shear wave velocities but less sensitive to the style of velocity changes with depth. It has been shown that the joint inversion of receiver functions with surface wave dispersion data can improve the sensitivity to the true velocity structure due to the complementary nature of the two data sets. The joint inversion has been implemented either linearly or nonlinearly and applied to data sets collected at various parts of the world [e.g., Özalaybey et al., 1997; Du and Foulger, 1999; Julià et al., 2000 Julià et al., , 2003 Chang et al., 2004; Lawrence and Wiens, 2004; Pasyanos et al., 2007; Bodin et al., 2012] .
As the major part of East Eurasia, the mainland of China is highly diverse in geology, consisting of various tectonic blocks from ancient Archean cratons to young and active orogens. The modern tectonics of China is the result of a long and complicated evolution of collision, subduction, and amalgamation of microcontinents and fold belts with Precambrian nuclei. During the later Permian to early Triassic, the North China Block (NCB) was first amalgamated with the central Asian orogen in the north and was collided by the South China Block (SCB) from the south. The collision between NCB and SCB occurred as a northward underthrusting of the SCB under the NCB, which likely led to the uplift of the Sulu and Qinling-Dabie orogens in the north side of the suture zone and the flexural subsidence in the south side [e.g., Vermeesch, 2003; Xiao et al., 2003] . Almost immediately following the NCB-SCB collision, the Qiangtang block was underthrust by the amalgamated South China and Qaidam-Tarim blocks along the Jinsha suture in the northeast and was further underthrust by the Gondwana-derived Lhasa block from the south in Cretaceous [e.g., Yin and Nie, 1996; Yin and Harrison, 2000] . The collision of the India plate to the Asia plate occurred at approximately 45 Ma ago, leading to crustal shortening and thickening in the Himalaya-Tibet region, as well as the reactivation of a large area to the north such as Tianshan mountain range and the Mongolia plateau [e.g., Yin and Harrison, 2000; Tapponnier et al., 2001] . In contrast, the subduction of the Pacific and Philippine plates led to the extension of the eastern part of China during the late Mesozoic and the entire Cenozoic [e.g., Ren et al., 2002; Li et al., 2012] . It is undoubting that these tectonic processes had produced strong seismic heterogeneities in the crust and mantle beneath China. Mapping out these seismic heterogeneities can thus provide constraints on the geodynamic evolution of this region.
The previous seismological studies regarding the lithospheric structure of China mainly relies on P and S travel time tomography [e.g., Liang et al., 2004; Pei et al., 2007; Sun and Toksöz, 2006; Li and Van der Hilst, 2010; Wang et al., 2013] . While travel time tomography is an effective way to image lateral heterogeneities in the crust and mantle, its depth resolution is relatively low, usually on the order of tens of kilometers. Waveform-based studies are able to provide complementary information that is difficultly obtained from pure travel time tomography on the lithospheric structure, such as the deep seismic sounding (DSS) experiments [e.g., Li and Mooney, 1998; Li et al., 2006; Teng et al., 2013] . Furthermore, the rapid increase of three-component broadband seismic stations deployed in China during the recent decade has provided us opportunities to perform alternative waveform-based imaging studies that are cheaper and more stable than DSS can offer, such as using body wave receiver function [e.g., Mangino et al., 1999; Kind et al., 2002; Vergne et al., 2002; Sherrington et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2010; Tkalčić et al., 2011; He et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014] and surface wave data [e.g., Huang et al., 2003; Zheng et al., 2008; Yao et al., 2008 Yao et al., , 2010 Li et al., 2013] .
In order to build up a whole picture of lithospheric structure beneath the entire mainland China, the main goal of this study is to jointly interpret receiver function and Rayleigh wave group velocity dispersion data recorded on more than 1000 permanent broadband stations across China through a multistep approach. Specifically, the receiver function data are stacked using our recently developed ray-parameter-based (RPB) summing technique [Chen and Niu, 2013] to minimize artifacts introduced into observables from data processing. The Rayleigh wave group velocity dispersion of each station is extracted from group velocity tomographic models at all applicable periods. We choose an iterative linearized algorithm to implement the joint inversion because of its lower computational demands, as well as its higher depth resolution than those nonlinear methods. Since the linearized inversion depends highly on the initial model, we carefully construct the initial model for each station following the method proposed in Tkalčić et al. [2011] . We finally employ the enhanced preconditioning technique in the joint inversion to ensure reliable velocity models [Chen and Niu, 2013] . Processing seismic data through these multisteps provides us intuitive knowledge on how each part of the Earth model responds to a particular data set.
Seismic Waveform Data
During the last decade, the number of permanent broadband seismic stations in mainland China has rapidly increased under the great effort of the China Earthquake Administration. Being completed in early 2007, the Chinese National Digital Seismic Network (CNDSN) is now the largest permanent seismic network in the world with more than 1000 broadband stations, consisting of a backbone national network of 144 stations, 31 regional networks in every province that add up to more than 900 stations, and several small aperture arrays (Figure 1 ). These stations formed a large 2-D areal virtual array with an aperture of~6700 km from east to west and~3500 km from north to south, providing the data not only for the essential monitoring of seismicity, but also for the studies of seismic structures beneath China and adjacent regions. The waveform data are managed and provided by the China Earthquake Network Center (CENC). Figure 1 illustrates the station distribution of national and regional networks used in this study. The spacing between stations varies drastically with locations, which reaches to only~20 km in the eastern part of China but is~350 km in western China. For most stations, we collected at least 3 years waveform data from August 2007 to October 2010. For those stations that were upgraded to digital broadband seismographs in earlier years, including the 11 IRIS-GSN stations, our data collection goes up to more than 5 years [Chen et al., 2010] . However, we noticed that a number of stations had problems of misorientation and mislabeling on recording components in the early stage. In general, these problems existed for more than 1 year at some stations but disappeared after a point in time, which we assumed were fixed by maintenance. Using the method described in Niu and Li [2011] , we identified and corrected misorientation and mislabeling errors on all of the problematic stations in preprocessing.
2.1. Receiver Function Data 2.1.1. Waveform Processing, Quality Control, and Data Selection We searched the global earthquake catalog and selected~440 teleseismic events with M ≥ 5.8 that occurred between 30°and 90°to the CNDSN stations within the 3 year period (Figure 2 ) to generate receiver functions. The pre-process of raw seismograms included removing baseline shifts, detrending, and high-pass filtering to remove long period (≥ 15s) fluctuations. And then the two horizontal components were rotated from observation coordinates (N-S and E-W) to radial (R) and transverse (T) components. Receiver functions are impulse responses of structures beneath seismic stations, which can be achieved through a deconvolution of vertical components from radial components in either frequency domain or time domain. Here we computed all the receiver functions using an iterative deconvolution technique in time domain [e.g., Niu and Kawakatsu, 1996; Ligorría and Ammon, 1999] . Comparing to the widely used "water level" deconvolution technique in frequency domain, this iterative method can produce more stable result for data with low signal-to-noise ratio but at the price of longer computation time. It also avoids complex relationships between water level values and the resultant receiver functions. We generated receiver functions in two frequency bands using a low-pass Gaussian filter, exp¼ Àw 2 4a 2 , with width factors of a = 1.0 and 2.5, both of which were used in our inversion. These two width factors correspond roughly to corner frequencies of 0.5 and 1.2 Hz filters, respectively. We did not perform strict quality control on the raw waveform data in order to allow as many waveforms as possible to be used in computing receiver functions. However, we adopted the statistical approach described in Chen et al. [2010] and Tkalčić et al. [2011] to select coherent receiver functions automatically from the large volume of data collected at each station. The selection is based on cross-correlation coefficients of radial receiver functions such that the noisy or erroneous receiver functions are separated from the coherent data set and are subsequently removed.
Approximately 70% receiver functions were finally selected at most stations, and the selected data generally exhibited a fair coverage in azimuth with clusters in the northeast to southeast directions corresponding to earthquakes occurring in western Pacific subduction zones. There are also groups of earthquakes that occurred in the Mediterranean region, and the Indian and South Atlantic Oceans from the west and southwest, respectively (Figure 2 ). For each station, we only chose the earthquakes coming from the southern azimuths, which appear to produce the majority of receiver functions among all the directions. By choosing only one azimuthal range of data, we have in fact set aside the issues in conjunction with a possible dipping Moho and/or crustal azimuthal anisotropy, which can cause directional dependence of receiver functions. Narrowing azimuthal range can minimize their influences even if crustal anisotropy and Moho dipping are not negligible. Determining azimuthal anisotropy and Moho dipping by using receiver function data is beyond the scope of this study and will be the subject of future work. Due to the large size of the study area, In performing receiver function inversion, it is usually preferred to use the stacked data as the input to reduce noise level and suppress 2-D/3-D effects. However, since the arrival times of the converted and reverberated S wave phases with respect to the direct P waves vary with epicentral distance, directly stacking the receiver function data aligned to the direct P waves can significantly reduce the amplitude and distort the waveform of these phases. The destructive stacking becomes more severe for the multiples and in the case of a thick crust and large distance coverage, particularly true for high-frequency receiver function data. For example, for a 50 km thick crust with an average V p /V s ratio of 1.78, the arrival time of the 0p1s, 2p1s, and 1p2s phases [Niu and James, 2002] can differ as much as~0.4, 1.2, and 0.8 s, respectively, in the distance range between 30°and 90°(equivalent to a ray parameter range between 4.7 and 8.9 s/°). When receiver functions are computed using a Gaussian filter width a = 2.5 or above, such large phase shifts can result in completely out-of-phase summation if no moveout correction is made. In principle, this problem can be avoided by narrowing the distance range of the receiver functions used for stacking and constructing a set of receiver functions at different epicentral distances for inversion. However, the global seismicity is highly uneven, and it may not be possible to gather enough receiver functions at certain distance range, making this approach less feasible than what one might have expected. It is also inefficient in processing a large volume of data such as those used in this study.
We have developed a ray-parameter-based (RPB) method to stack receiver functions at all epicentral distances with proper corrections for moveouts and amplitudes. The technical details, merits, and its importance in receiver function inversions can be found in Chen and Niu [2013] . Here we only briefly summarized the two major steps employed in the RPB stacking method: (1) We use the so-called "four-pin" algorithm to correct the moveouts of the P s converted and the two crustal multiples to a reference ray parameter by stretching/compressing different time sections of the receiver functions. (2) We normalize the amplitude of each receiver function by dividing its own ray parameter and then multiplying the reference ray parameter. The phase moveout and amplitude-corrected receiver functions are then stacked as observables for inversion. The RPB method is obviously applicable to all the events occurring at the entire teleseismic distance range in an automatic way.
The crustal thickness (H) and crustal V p /V s ratio (κ) are two crucial parameters in the calculation of the amount of stretching/compressing in the "four-pin" algorithm. To accurately estimate these two parameters, we employed an advanced H-κ analysis method in this study, where the cross-correlation coefficients between the primary P s conversion 0p1s mode and the two reverberation 2p1s and 1p2s modes are inserted into the standard H-κ stacking as additional weighting factors [Niu et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2010] . The advanced H-κ stacking efficiently reduces the trade-off between H and κ and is capable of correctly identifying the Moho phases beneath areas with complicated crustal structures, where the Moho phases could be mixed up with other arrivals and are difficult to be picked by the regular H-κ method. We first used the advanced H-κ method to measure the crustal thickness and V p /V s ratio beneath each station and then used them to perform the RPB stacking. They are also used in constructing the initial model, which are very crucial to the linearized inversion.
Using stations GX.GUL and LN.SNY as examples, we compared the results of the RPB and direct stacks ( Figure 3 ). Three RPB stacks were created using three reference ray parameters, p 0 = 5.5, 6.5, and 8.0 s/°, respectively (Figures 3a and 3c ). Note the variations in arrival time of the P s conversion and reverberations among stacks with different ray parameters, as well as the significant differences between the RPB and direct stacks (Figures 3b and 3d ). In general, the P s conversion and the multiples are less broadened on the RPB
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stacks as compared to the direct stacks. In Figures 3b and 3c , we also showed the standard deviation (gray area) of the two methods. For GX.GUL, the average standard deviation of the direct stack is 3.17%, while the average standard deviation of the RPB stack reduces to 2.50%. LN.SNY shows prominent 0p1s, 2p1s, and 1p2s phases, and the average standard deviation decreases from 2.60% on the direct stack to 2.08% on the RPB stack. The most substantial difference occurs at the direct P phase, where its standard deviation reduces from 9.81% to 5.38%.
Rayleigh Wave Group Velocity Dispersion Data
Receiver function is a point measurement in the geographic space, while surface wave dispersion is associated with the path between a source and a receiver. An important issue in simultaneously inverting these two types of data is to ensure that they sample the same area with a similar length scale. In order to reconcile the two data sets, i.e., to construct a dispersion curve associated with the location of a receiver, we need to take the average of all the dispersion curve measurements in an area around the station of interest and use it as the dispersion curve measurement of that station. Another more reliable method, as we adopted in this study, is first to carry out a 2-D tomographic inversion of surface wave velocities at each period and then construct a dispersion curve for each station based on the group velocities at the closest grid point.
Measurements of Rayleigh Wave Group Velocity Dispersion Curves
We chose about 100 regional earthquakes that occurred within and adjacent to China to conduct Rayleigh group velocity dispersion measurements. Since the group velocities of low-frequency surface wave are not expected to change rapidly among nearby stations, we only used the 144 backbone stations in CNDSN in measuring the dispersion curves. We processed over 10,000 vertical seismograms and obtained more than 3000 fundamental mode Rayleigh waves. Figure 4 shows the path coverage of all the Rayleigh 
Two-Dimensional Tomography of the Rayleigh Wave Group Velocity
We used the fast marching surface tomography (FMST) technique developed by Rawlinson and Sambridge [2005] to conduct the 2-D tomographic inversion of Rayleigh wave group velocity at each period. The FMST employs a fast-marching method (FMM) for the forward modeling part and a subspace inversion scheme for the inversion part. Repeated application of FMM and subspace inversion allows full account of the nonlinear relationship between velocity and travel time. The travel times from point sources to receivers are computed in 2-D spherical shell coordinates. The inversion step allows both smoothing and damping regularization to be imposed in order to address the nonunique problem of solution.
We chose the average of all measured Rayleigh wave group velocities as the starting model and ran the FMST several times for an inversion. After an initial running, we located and removed the event-station pairs with very large travel time residual. Large residuals can be caused by numerous reasons, and one of them is the location error of seismic events. The cleaned observation data were input into FMST for the next running. Figure 5 compares the histograms of travel time residuals between the initial and solution models. Because we use the average velocity of all observation as the initial model, the travel time residual distribution is of Gaussian type centered at zero. The residuals of the initial model show a fairly flat distribution between 
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À100 and 100 s with a standard deviation of 30.6 s, which decays significantly after a few iterations and reaches to 16.2 s in the final model.
Using FMST, we generated Rayleigh wave group velocity tomographic models at periods from 4.0 to 100.0 s. Based on the raypath counts shown in Figure 4b , we used a cell size of 1°× 1°for the periods of 5.0-55.0 s and 1.5°× 1.5°for the other periods, as suggested by checkerboard tests. Figures 6a and 6b show the Rayleigh (Figure 6a ). In contrast, the South China fold system and the stable Yangtze craton are featured by high-velocity structures. At longer periods (≥36 s), the models reflect structures across the Moho down to the upper mantle. As shown in Figure 6b , the group velocity tomography displays a striking bimodal distribution with high velocity in the east and low velocity in the west. This bimodal pattern corresponds very well with our crustal thickness model that exhibits thin crust in the east and thick crust in the west.
We employed a bootstrap approach to estimate uncertainties in the solution models [Efron and Tibshirani, 1986] . In general, the uncertainties in the intermediate periods (15-55 s) are about 0.02-0.05 km/s, similar to those found by other studies [e.g., Julià et al., 2000] . The model uncertainties in other periods, particularly in shorter periods, are relatively larger than those in the intermediate periods. However, they are expected to have little influence on our joint inversions since the weights we assign to short-period (≤15 s) dispersion data are much lower than those of intermediate and long periods (>15 s). Therefore, we expect the upper crustal structure to be mainly constrained by receiver function data, which will be further discussed in section 3.3.
We notice that some boundary regions around China are not well covered by Rayleigh wave data, which may affect the inverted dispersion data for the very few stations located inside these regions. The obtained group wave velocities at most stations are expected to be robust for the following two arguable reasons: (1) the obtained group velocities are consistent with the results of previous studies [e.g., Huang et al., 2003; Li et al., 2013] , which used much denser data coverage and (2) lateral variations of the obtained group velocities exhibit a good agreement with major tectonic terranes inside China.
Joint Inversion and Initial Model 3.1. Initial Model With Multiconstraints
We carefully built an initial model for each station to account for the strong dependence of linearized inversion on the initial model. We first adopted a grid search method [e.g., Sandvol et al., 1998; Tkalčić et al., 2006 Tkalčić et al., , 2011 to create a preliminary crustal S wave model for each station. Specifically for our study region, we designed a grid search scheme with a model space composed of four crustal layers plus a half-space mantle that covers the upper and lower bounds of the crustal parameters for Eastern Eurasian. The details of the grid search scheme are summarized in Table 1 . The crustal thickness varies between 20 and 92 km, with a step of 1-2 km. The variation of S wave velocity in each crustal layer contains the possibility of high-or low-velocity zone in the crust. The values of S wave velocities in upper mantle are selected based on the P n and S n tomographic models [Sun and Toksöz, 2006; Pei et al., 2007] .
We generated totally 2,237,760 models and computed their corresponding synthetic receiver functions using the grid search scheme shown in Table 1 . Because the RPB stacking has explicitly defined ray parameter, we only computed synthetics with one ray parameter of 5.6 s/°. Since the uppermost mantle is constrained by P n and S n tomographic models, we only use receiver function data to constrain crustal model at this step. The waveform misfit is measured by variance reduction (VR) defined as
where d obs and d syn are the observed and predicted values of receiver functions, respectively. The summation is taken over the entire time window, including both the P s conversion and reverberation segments, of an individual receiver function. The procedure of constructing the initial models with multiple sources is summarized as follows:
1. The S wave velocity model for the crust is selected from grid search database and, the corresponding P wave velocity and density are calculated using the V p /V s ratio model derived from our advanced H-κ analysis and Birch's law [Birch, 1961] , respectively. 2. The P n and S n models from tomographic studies [Sun and Toksöz, 2006; Pei et al., 2007] are used as the uppermost mantle velocities. 3. The velocities of the rest of the upper mantles down to 500 km are copied from the global AK135 model [Kennett et al., 1995] . 4. The Moho is fixed at the depth determined by the advanced H-κ analysis. Steps 2 and 4 serve as extra criteria to rule out more than 95% of the models in the grid search database. The other 5% of the models are then through waveform fitting selection by calculating their VRs to the observed receiver function. To further narrow down the plausible models, we visually reviewed the top 20 to 50 synthetics with the highest VRs by comparing their first (direct P wave) and second (0p1s) peaks, as well as the later cycles (2p1s and 1p2s) to observed receiver function. 5. Finally, we reparameterize the crust and the uppermost mantle with thin constant velocity layers.
Although the waveform misfit decreases with increasing number of layers in a linearized inversion, we do not want to overparameterize our model space with unnecessary number of layers. Using~0.5 Hz low-pass filtered receiver function data, Tkalčić et al. [2011] found that the waveform fitting increases with reducing layer thickness but saturates at around 2.5 km. We thus divided the crust and another 20 km of the uppermost mantle into layers of 2 or 3 km thick. The rest of the upper mantle structures down to 500 km are divided into layers with a thickness varying from 12 to 50 km with increasing depth.
Sedimentary Layer
It has been known that many areas in China are covered by thick sediment due to its complicated tectonic evolution history [e.g., Xu, 2007; Zheng et al., 2012; Tao et al., 2014] . If unconsolidated sediments are present below a station, the strong reverberations generated at its base could mask the P s conversions at deep structure, such as the Moho. The velocity structure of the sediment must be included in the initial model because the thickness of the first layer (2~3 km) is usually thicker than the unconsolidated sedimentary layer, limiting the ability to confine the sedimentary structure through the inversion.
Our raw receiver function data also show clear evidence of the presence of unconsolidated sediments beneath a number of stations. As the response of layered structure beneath a receiver, a receiver function is expected to be a series of Delta functions. If only the P s converted phase of the first velocity jump below the surface is considered, the receiver function can be approximately expressed as [Ammon, 1991] 
where r 0 and z 0 are the amplitudes of P wave recorded at the radial and vertical components, respectively, A s is the transmission coefficient of the P s conversion at the bottom of the first layer, and t s is the relative arrival time of P s phase with respect to the direct P wave. This formula shows that the maximum amplitude of an R/Z receiver function is equal to r 0 z 0 , synchronous with the arrival of P wave at t = 0. However, when there is a thin sedimentary layer with very low velocity beneath the surface, the interval between the P s phase that originated from the bottom of the thin sediment layer and the direct P wave, t s , becomes so small that the P s phase is mixed with the P phase. The overall effect looks as if the arrival of the P wave is delayed by a short time (<1.0 s) from time zero. Consequently, the short time delay of direct P wave on a receiver function can be regarded as an effective indicator of the existence of soft sediments beneath a station.
The stations with identified "abnormal" receiver functions are plotted as red cross signs in Figure 7 . The size of the sign is proportional to the length of delay time. The delay times of most stations are between 0.1 and 0.4 s, implying sediment thickness of less than 2 km. Most of the "abnormal" stations are located within basins and alluvial plains, such as the Songliao, Tarim, Odors, and Sichuan basins, and the North China plain. We noticed that a few stations inside the Tibetan plateau also showed a short P wave delay (~0.1 s), indicating the presence of thin and soft sediments in certain parts of the plateau. Since the P wave delay time is affected by both sediment thickness and velocity, it is impossible to constrain sediment structure from the P wave
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delay time alone. We thus first calibrated the P wave delay time with sediment thickness at some stations estimated by previous studies [e.g., Shen and Zhou, 2012; Tao et al., 2014] and then build sediment models from the P wave delay time as shown in Table 2 . For those stations with identified P wave delays, the top 1-2 km in their initial models was replaced with the sediment structure.
Linearized Iterative Inversion With Enhanced Preconditioning
We chose the linearized iterative inversion method based on the least squares technique to extract S wave velocity structure beneath a seismic station. Using the "jumping" scheme to implement the linearized inversion [Ammon et al., 1990] , we formulate the linear system as
where m is the model, and r is the residual between observables and synthetics. The matrix D is the sensitivity kernel defined as the partial derivatives of synthetics with respect to the model parameters. For receiver function, they are computed numerically using the efficient forward perturbation algorithm developed by Randall [1989] , whereas for Rayleigh wave, they are computed using Haskell propagator matrix [Herrmann, 2006] . Similar to the initial model, we used the petrophysical relationships of the empirical Birch's law and Poisson's ratio to tie density and P velocity to S velocity, leaving S velocity the only independent model variable in our inversion. The model is updated gradually by solving equation (3) iteratively.
In Chen and Niu [2013] , we optimized the linearized iterative inversion of receiver functions with enhanced preconditioning on both model and data. The extensive synthetic tests as well as the application on field data demonstrated its effectiveness in improving the linearized inversion process and in reducing the nonuniqueness of the result. Generally, the enhanced preconditioning on receiver function data included the following: (1) Add smoothness to The abnormal receiver function data show a significant delay in P arrival time, which is indicated by the size of the red crosses. The map also shows the geographic locations of the 18 example stations across China (black triangles).
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10.1002/2015JB012450 the models, (2) fix the deep structure in the upper mantle, (3) balance the receiver functions filtered by Gaussian functions with different width factors, and (4) assign different weights to P s conversion segment and later cycles. Details on the inversion technique can be found in Chen and Niu [2013] . We employed similar regularizations on the surface wave data in the joint inversions. Specifically, we divided the Rayleigh wave group velocity dispersion curve into two-period segments and assign different weights to account for their variance and impact on the inversion. The complete linear system can be expressed as
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where the subscript rf refers to receiver function data, whereas sw refers to surface wave dispersion data, and the subscripts, seg1 and seg2, indicate the two segments of receiver function and surface wave dispersion data, respectively. Apparently, equation (4) is able to contain multiple receiver functions and surface wave dispersion curves in one simultaneous inversion. It also provides us large flexibilities to adjust free parameters for different purpose. The matrix Δ is a double-difference operator applied on model m that implements the second-order-difference smoothing scheme on the model, and the diagonal matrix S controls the trade-off between the waveform fitting and the model smoothness. If a depth-independent smoothness-controlling factor is used, S degrades to a scalar s, in which S = sI (I is the identity matrix). W = w ii I is a diagonal matrix of weighting factors to fix the model layers to the predetermined velocity values contained in m 0 . For free layers, the corresponding weighting factors w ii are zeros, and the corresponding equations are in fact excluded from the linear system. For a layer that requires to be fixed to some extent, w ii is assigned to a value larger than zero. The choice for the weighting factor is rather subjective, generally in the range of 1.0 to 20.0, as long as it is large enough to limit changes of a fixed layer.
The weighing factors, p rf and q rf are assigned to the P s and the multiples of a receiver function trace, whereas p sw and q sw are assigned to short-period and long-period segments of a Rayleigh wave group velocity dispersion curve, respectively. Because each data set and segment is characterized by its own physical unit, variance, and number of samples, we define the four weighting factors as [Julià et al., 2000] 
where c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , and c 4 are influence factors used to control the relative importance of different segments of receiver function and surface wave dispersion curve, respectively. The summation of these four free parameters is subject to unit constraint. All σ 2 s and Ns, as indicated by their subscripts, are data variances and the number of samples in different segments, respectively. If no noise is present, the complementary nature in receiver functions and surface wave dispersions provides strong constraints on the S wave velocity profile. When noise is present in the data, the constraints on model parameters of the two types of data can become incompatible; thus, proper weighting that takes account of data variance and number of data samples is preferred, as it can effectively balance the impact of the two data sets in the joint inversion.
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The uncertainty of receiver function data can be roughly estimated from the transverse component, and the typical value for most receiver functions (both segments) in our data set is about 0.01. The Rayleigh wave group velocity tomographic models suggest that the uncertainties of the intermediate to long periods (>15 s) group velocities are smaller than those of the shorter periods (≤15 s). We thus divided the Rayleigh wave group velocity dispersion curve at 15 s and set σ sw_seg1 = 0.05 km/s and σ sw_seg2 = 0.03 km/s for the short and long periods, respectively. These two values are consistent with the uncertainties in our Rayleigh wave group velocity tomographic models and are tested by trial-and-error experiments at several stations.
As mentioned before, we expect to solve the S velocity gradients mainly by receiver functions, whereas the absolute S velocity by surface wave dispersion. For this reason, the influence factors c 1 to c 4 must be carefully chosen to avoid yielding solutions that are dominated by any single data set. In order to solve shallow structure from receiver function data, we assigned more weight to the P s segment than the later cycles. For the Rayleigh wave group velocity dispersion data, we gave more weight to the long-period segment than the short-period segment to better constrain the deep structure. The influence factors are thus chosen to ensure p rf > q rf and q sw > p sw . The value of p rf is set slightly larger than q sw , and so does q rf to p sw , but, generally, they are approximately at the same level.
Results and Discussion
The techniques discussed in the previous sections were applied on all +1000 CNDSN stations to invert for 1-D S wave velocity profile of the crust and upper mantle. For receiver functions of each station, we produced six RPB stacks as observables using reference ray parameters of p 0 = 5.5, 6.0, 6.5, 7.5, and 8.0 s/°and the harmonic mean of the ray parameters of all stacked data. The stacking was carried out on two frequency bands with Gaussian filter width parameter a = 1.0 and 2.5, respectively. Including high-frequency data helps to reveal small-scale structures that are sensitive to high-frequency seismic waves. Therefore, the total number of receiver functions is 12 (or 10 if the harmonic mean of the ray parameters of all stacked data is equal to any value of 5.5, 6.0, 6.5, 7.5, or 8.0 s/°). The purpose of including multiple receiver functions from different distances is to enhance convergence of the inversion, although it cannot efficiently resolve the trade-off between depth and velocity [Chen and Niu, 2013] .
The misfit between observable and synthetic receiver functions is computed using the VR (equation (1)). While for surface wave dispersion, the root-mean-square (RMS) is a more appropriate measure of misfit as discrete dispersion measurements have much less samples than the continuous receiver function data.
where N is the number of selected periods for a Rayleigh wave dispersion curve, and the summation is taken over the entire data window. The maximum of VR and the minimum of RMS indicate the best fit of observables and synthetics for receiver function and surface wave dispersion, respectively. The VR and RMS are not used as thresholds to terminate iterations of an inversion but serve as effective criteria used to decide the optimal model from an inversion with determined parameters.
Most parameters in equation (4) are not necessarily changed from station to station once they are determined empirically. The only variable parameter is the smoothness-controlling factor, which can vary significantly in yielding the model with the best waveform fitting from station to station. Ideally, we want to apply a depth-dependent smoothness-controlling matrix S in an inversion and reduce the smoothness at the depth range with large velocity gradients while raising smoothness at other depths. However, it is difficult to decide the values of S empirically as the choice of S depends on data quality and subsurface structures. In practice, we simply used a depth-independent smoothness-controlling scalar s and conducted individual inversions using a wide range of s values. We found that the smoothness factors between 0.05 and 2.0 cover the range that gave the best waveform fitting for both data sets at most stations.
The solution model error is the direct mapping of data errors. However, it is difficult to quantitatively estimate model error because the accurate estimate of data errors is usually unavailable. The data errors not only can come from the computation of individual receiver functions and measurement of Rayleigh wave group velocity dispersion curves but also can be introduced by receiver function stacking and group velocity Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth 10.1002/2015JB012450 tomographic models. Those typical values used in configuring weighting factors cannot include all data variances precisely. On the other hand, it seems that the intermediate solutions generated under acceptable smoothness parameters during all the iterations provide a reasonably well sample of the model space, thus delimiting the lower and upper bound of the final model. They approximately reflect the model uncertainty, and we take the weighted average of the models inverted with all acceptable smoothness parameters as the optimal model and their standard deviation as the model uncertainty.
One-Dimensional S Wave Velocity Profiles
We obtained 1-D S wave velocity profile at all the +1000 stations. Below, we show the results of several stations located at different tectonic units (Figure 7 ). All the selected stations belong to the national network as they usually have better data quality than regional stations.
Station HE.HNS
The results of the joint inversion at station HE.HNS are shown in Figure 8 . The variation of VR of receiver functions and RMS of Rayleigh velocity dispersion are plotted in Figure 8a as functions of smoothness factor, s. The data fit of Rayleigh velocity dispersion and receiver functions are plotted in Figures 8b and 8c , respectively. The final velocity profile (red line) is plotted in Figure 8d , together with the initial model (blue line) and the intermediate results inverted with all acceptable smoothness factors in all the iterations (grey lines). With a smoothness parameter s < 0.55, the inversion appears to be unstable, which is characterized by rapid and complicated variations in VR and RMS (Figure 8a ). The inversion becomes stable when s increases to 0.6 and the resultant models have~5%-8% variations from the optimal model. HE.HNS is located at the central NCB (Figure 7) . Comparing to the model obtained from receiver function data alone [Tkalčić et al., 2011] , we found that both models revealed a clear thin (~1-2 km) sedimentary layer at the surface, a sharp discontinuity at about 8 km, and identified gradient Moho structure at 32-33 km. The improvements through the joint inversions can be found in the middle crust and upper mantle. In our model, the middle crustal structure is relatively simple, which remains nearly constant at about 3.7 km/s from 8 to 30 km. There are small alternative jumps in this depth range (~8-30 km). Since they are smaller than the model uncertainties (Figure 8d ), they probably do not reflect the true structures but are more likely the artifacts resulting from model parameterization and smoothness control. The receiver-function-based model, however, shows a gradual increase of S wave velocity in the same depth range. It also has a lid-like structure in the upper mantle between 50 and 70 km, which disappears in our model. We speculated that the lid-like feature is an artifact due to inappropriate data stacking and lack of sufficient regulation on inversions in the work of Tkalčić et al. [2011] . 4.1.2. Station SC.CD2 Station SC.CD2 is located near Chengdu, the provincial capital of Sichuan province and is only 25 km away from the epicenter of the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake. It is roughly located at the boundary of the Tibetan plateau to the west and the Sichuan basin to the east (Figure 7 ). The crustal structure beneath this station is believed to vary significantly with back azimuths. Since all the earthquakes used in generating receiver functions come from the southeast, the resultant model is thus expected to mainly reflect the structure of the Sichuan basin. We notice a~0.4 s P wave delay on the receiver function data (Figure 9c ), suggesting that it is underlain by a thick sedimentary layer of~2-3 km (Figure 9d ). The VR increases and RMS decreases with increasing smoothness in a rather complicated way and reach a maximum and a minimum at s = 0.95 
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10.1002/2015JB012450 (Figure 9a ), respectively. The complication is likely related to the nature of the inversion, which tries to adjust the sediment structure to fit the data. Consequently, the S velocities in the top 1 km of the crust swing rapidly when the smoothness is not yet strong enough to stabilize the inversion (Figure 9d) . The S velocity monotonically increases from the sediment to about 20 km in the middle crust. From middle crust down to the Moho, the velocity is kept nearly constant. The Moho is a gradient structure centered at~42 km, in good agreement with our H-κ estimate. 4.1.3. Station XZ.NAQ XZ.NAQ is located on the Qiangtang block of the Tibetan plateau (Figure 7 ). This part of the Tibetan plateau is likely to have the thickest crust on the Earth. Our H-κ analysis indicates that the crust beneath this station is as thick as~76 km. The VR reaches to the maximum at s = 0.75, while the RMS reaches to the minimum at s = 1.05 (Figure 10a) . Within a large range of s between 0.5 and 2.0, all inversions are stable and able to yield acceptable models. Although the intermediate results in some layers present large deviations from the final model, they quickly converge to the final model after a few more iterations (Figure 10d ). From the surface to the upper crust at about 20 km, the S velocity model suggests a thin sedimentary layer on the top and a highvelocity zone at about 10 km. The rest of crust structure can be roughly divided into two parts, one part from 20 to 35 km and the other part from 35 to 60 km. Within each part, the S velocities are kept nearly constant at about 3.3 and 3.7 km/s, respectively. The velocity below 60 km continues to increase until it approaches to 4.5 km/s in the upper mantle. As a result, the structure of Moho is presented as a transition zone at the center of about 75 km.
S Velocity Profiles of Other Stations
The S velocity profiles of the other 15 stations labeled in Figure 7 are shown in Figure 11 . Stations NM.ARS and NM.WJH are located at Inner Mongolia. Their crustal structure is relatively simple without significant jumps. The solution model of NM.ARS indicates a nearly constant crustal and upper mantle structure similar to the initial model, with a sharp Moho at about 38 km. The crustal velocity beneath NM.WJH increases gradually from the surface to the Moho but present a high-velocity zone at~20 km deep. Stations HL.BNX, LN.SNY, HE.HNS (Figure 8 ), HB.MCH, GX.GUL, and FJ.QZH are all located in the easternmost China, spreading from northeast China to the South China fold system. The velocity models beneath these stations share a more or less similar pattern throughout the crust. They all exhibit a gradient Moho from about 25 to 35 km, consistent with the observation of a weak P s on these stations. The Moho depth determined by our advanced H-κ analysis corresponds well with the largest gradient within the transition zone. The crust beneath these stations presents a high-velocity zone in the upper crust followed by a low-velocity zone in the middle crust. The upper mantle also shows a broad low-velocity zone from about 40 to 120 km. These features were not clearly shown on the receiver function data only based models of GX.GUL and FJ.QZH obtained by Tkalčić et al. [2011] . The other common difference is that the upper mantle velocities in our models are slightly lower than velocities in their models. These discrepancies are likely caused by the different techniques and data used in the two studies.
Station SN.XAN is located on the Qinling mountain range between the Sino-Korean Craton and the Yangtze Craton (Figure 7) . Tkalčić et al. [2011] found a very broad crustal mantle transition region from 15 to 50 km. The Moho in our model also has a gradual boundary, but it is much clearer and shallower than their model. This considerable discrepancy very likely resulted from the inappropriate receiver functions stacking, minimum control on inversion, and the lack of surface wave dispersion data in the previous work.
The two northwestern stations XJ.WMQ and XJ.BCH are located at the eastern Tianshan mountain range and the Tarim basin, respectively, and exhibit distinct Earth structure. The velocity model of XJ.BCH is relatively simple. It has a clear and sharp middle/lower crust boundary at~32 km, separating the middle crust with a velocity of~3.4 km/s from a 3.7 km/s at lower crust. XJ.WMQ is surrounded by the desert to the south and southeast, from which directions our receiver function data are assembled. We observed a small amount delay in the direct P wave and attributed it to the soft layers beneath the southeast side of the station. The middle to lower crustal structure of XJ.WMQ is quite similar to the previous models [e.g., Mangino et al., 1999] but exhibit some differences in the upper crust.
We have six stations located at different parts of the Tibetan plateau, which showed very different velocity structures. GS.GTA is situated on the Qilian fold system at the north boundary of Tibetan plateau ( Figure 7) . The crust consists a 3.6 km/s middle crust from 10 to 28 km and a 3.8 km/s lower crust from 35 to 50 km. The Moho is a transitional boundary at the depths between 50 and 53 km. QH.HTG is another station located at the Qilian fold system near the western end of the Qaidam basin (Figure 7) . The S velocity on the top of the crust presents apparent sedimentary structure and then rapidly increases to more than 3.5 km/ s at about 10 km. From 10 down to 55 km, the velocity remains nearly constant with a high value of~3.7 km/s. The velocity jump at the Moho is thus not so large and occurs at a depth range of~6 km centered at 60 km deep. QH.DUL is separated from QH.HTG by the Qaidam basin ( Figure 7 ). The velocity structure of QH.DUL seems to be similar to that of QH.HTG but has a relatively strong velocity jump at the Moho. The velocity model of XZ.SQHE has a similar pattern to XZ.NAQ (Figure 10 ). Both have a soft sediment layer at the top and a transition zone in the middle of the crust that separates the crust into two parts. The velocities in the middle and lower crust beneath XZ.SQHE are slightly higher than beneath XZ.NAQ, and the Moho beneath XZ.SQHE is~10 km deeper than that of XZ.NAQ. YN.EYA is located at the center of Sanjiang fold system at the southeast corner of Tibetan plateau (Figure 7 ). The velocity model beneath this station also shows a sedimentary layer at the top of crust and then gradually increases to~3.5 km/s in the upper and middle crustal depths. Below~27 km, the S velocity remains nearly constant at a low value of 3.4 km/s. The Moho has a complicated gradient structure and is few kilometers shallower than the H-κ estimate.
Inverted 2-D/3-D S Velocity Models
Taking the advantage of the very dense distribution of stations across China, we generated 3-D S velocity models by combining all 1-D models on the +1000 stations. Assuming a constant but unknown mean and enough observations to estimate the variogram, we adopted the ordinary kriging method [e.g., Isaaks and Srivastava, 1989 ] to interpolate the results onto 0.5°by 0.5°grids covering our study region from 17°to 55°i n latitude and from 73°to 136°in longitude. The basic idea behind kriging is to predict the value at a given point by computing a weighted average of the known values in the neighborhood of the point. Because the mean and the covariance function of the random field are usually unknown, the ordinary kriging computes the best linear unbiased estimator of the given point based on a stochastic model of the spatial dependence quantified by the variogram of the random field.
For the final 3-D model, we hope the depth profile maintains velocity discontinuities revealed by all 1-D models, while the horizontal direction is smoothed by interpolation. For this reason, we did not generate 3-D model directly, instead we generated a series of 2-D models at different depths as illustrated in Figures 12-14 . In all 2-D S velocity maps, we did not interpolate the points that are far more than 400 km from the nearest sample point. plain, and east China plain are also covered by prominent sedimentary layers with very low S velocities. For the rest of the Yangtze craton and the entire south China fold system, the average S velocity is about 3.0-3.5 km/s without prominent signs of sedimentary structure on the top of crust. We also note that a large area in the northern Tibetan plateau, including the Qiangtang block, East Kunlun, and Qilian fold belts, is also covered by a thin sedimentary layer with low velocities between 2.0 and 2.5 km/s. Compared to the other parts of China, the Tibetan plateau is less instrumented; thus, the velocity structure is undersampled and could be biased by the very few stations. On the other hand, we found a good agreement in velocity structure among neighboring stations, suggesting that measurements at these stations can reasonably well represent shallow structure of the plateau.
S Velocity Model at the Moho and S n Velocity Model
The S velocity structure at 35 km is shown in Figure 13a . It reflects either crustal structure or upper mantle structure depending on the Moho depth of the sampled area. The contour map of the Moho depth, which is calculated from our H-κ measurements at all the stations using kriging interpolation, is also plotted in Figure 13a . The most prominent feature of the seismic structure at this depth is the large velocity contrast between the east and the west bounded by the so-called "N-S trending belt" at~105°E with complicated shape delimitated by our ample samples. Since the crust beneath the eastern China is generally thinner than 35 km, the S velocities of most areas, including the eastern part of the northeast China and the NCB, the Sichuan basin, the Yangtze craton, and the South China fold system reflect the structure of the uppermost mantle with S velocities higher than 4.0 km/s. The Songliao basin in northeast China has the highest S velocities and the shallowest crust comparing to the surrounding areas, in agreement with the rifting, lithospheric thinning, and mantle upwelling in this region. The highest S velocities at 35 km in the south are not located at the eastern coastline of the SCB but exist in somewhere inland. This area corresponds to the thinnest crust beneath China. In contrast, the region to the west of the "N-S trending belt" shows much more variable crustal properties. The crust in most areas of the western China is thicker than 40 km and drastically increases to more than 75 km beneath the central Tibetan plateau. Therefore, the S velocities in the western China reflect crustal structure with an average of~3.6 km/s. Moreover, a prominent low-velocity zone in the upper to middle crust beneath central Tibet is also observed. The S velocity is only about 3.4 km/s,~5% lower than the surrounding areas.
The good agreement of S velocities at this depth with crustal thickness also verifies our crustal thickness model obtained from receiver function data. Moreover, our crustal thickness model is consistent with most recent models that were also derived from dense data sets in continental scale [e.g., Teng et al., 2013; He et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014] . Meanwhile, it is also not surprising to find differences among these models in local scale, largely due to different data types and data frequency ranges and techniques used in these studies. For example, the active source reflection data [e.g., Teng et al., 2013] sample the Moho from the upper side using high-frequency seismic waves, while the receiver functions usually focus on relatively lower-frequency teleseismic waves and illuminate the Moho from the lower side. These differences are expected to yield different estimates on Moho depth in the case of a gradient crust-to-mantle transition. The apparent differences among the receiver function models [e.g., Li et al., 2014] are mainly located at the Tianshan range, western Tibet region, and the Tarim craton, which could be caused by insufficient station coverage, as well as the complexity in crustal and Moho structure.
Using the Moho depths shown in Figure 13a , we selected the S velocity of the layer immediately below Moho as S n velocity of each station and generated the 2-D S n velocity map in Figure 13b . In general, the S n velocities extracted from our 3-D model are about 5% lower than the previous tomographic models [e.g., Pei et al., 2007; Sun et al., 2008] . The lateral variations of S n velocity in our model are rather complicated; they do not form a very clear bimodal distribution, with a high velocity in western China versus a low velocity in eastern China. Although the eastern China has relatively low S n velocities, it is embedded with small-scale areas with high S n velocities. Except for the part of the Dzungaria and Qaidam basins, we did not observe high S n velocities beneath the major basins in western China [e.g., Pei et al., 2007; Sun et al., 2008] . This is very likely because we are lacking of samples within these basins, such as the Tarim basin. Most western stations are deployed on the Tianshan and Kunlun mountains surrounding the Tarim basin, and the S n velocity of Tarim basin is actually the result of surrounding stations through interpolation. Probably for the same reason, there also exist large discrepancies in the Tibetan plateau between our and tomographic models. In our model, the Tibetan region does not show a uniformly high S n velocity as observed by Pei et al. [2007] and Sun et al. [2008] . Instead, we observed high-S n -velocity zone beneath east Kunlun and Qilian areas and the southeastern Tibetan. If we assume that the lateral variations of P n velocities follow the pattern of the S n velocity variations, our results are somewhat in agreement with the P n tomographic models of Hearn et al. [2004] and Liang et al. [2004] beneath the Tibetan plateau. However, we want to emphasize that it might be not suitable to compare these models since they may represent P or S wave velocity at different depths around the Moho. For example, we defined the Moho depth independently in our model, whereas the tomographic studies [e.g., Pei et al., 2007; Sun et al., 2008] inverted for Moho depth simultaneously with S n and P n velocities. Given the complexity in Moho structure and propagation of S n and P n waves across the continental China, both types of studies may only reflect partial structural response of the Moho and the uppermost mantle.
The Crustal and Upper Mantle S Velocity Model
The strong S velocity variations observed in this study (Figure 14) indicate the existence of significant structural heterogeneities in the crust and uppermost mantle beneath the mainland of China. In the upper crust depth (11 km, Figure 14a ), the low-velocity zones focus on the cratons and basins, such as the Songliao, Ordos, Sichuan, Tarim, and Dzungaria basins, and the eastern part of Yangtze craton. Most of them remain low velocities through the crust. The high-velocity anomalies can be seen beneath orogenic zones, such as Qilian and Qinling fold systems in central China, the eastern Tibetan plateau, and the South China fold system in the southeast (Figure 14a ). These high-velocity anomalies appear to extend to middle crustal depth (24 km, Figure 14b ) except for the South China fold systems. At the depth of 11 km, the Tibetan plateau exhibits distinct patterns with low velocity in the west and high velocity in the east. This pattern seems to be reversed in the middle crustal depth (24 km), with a prominent low-velocity anomaly beneath the eastern Tibetan plateau (Figure 14b ).
Figures 14c and 14d show the S velocity structure at depths of 45 and 60 km, mainly in the upper mantle. At these depths and below, the Rayleigh group velocity dispersion data become dominant in the joint inversion
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due to the weak response of receiver function data to deep structure. Comparing to the lateral variations in the crust, the large-scale velocity structure is relatively simple in the upper mantle, generally exhibiting a bimodal distribution of a fast east versus a slow west. If we assume the S velocity of the upper mantle is larger than 4.0 km/s, the entire eastern China falls into the upper mantle at depth of 45 km. The average S velocities of most areas of northeast China, NCB, and SCB are about 4.4-4.5 km/s, whereas the eastern coastline and the boundaries of these tectonic blocks have relatively low S velocities of about 4.2-4.3 km/s. The Tarim craton is the only area entering the upper mantle at 45 km deep as it has the thinnest crust in the western China. On the other hand, the entire Tibetan plateau are still situating within the crust at 45 km, thus is featured by a relatively low S wave velocity. This situation is also largely true at 60 km (Figure 14d ).
Overall, the velocity images of the shallow layers correlate well with the surface geology, topography, and lithology, while the velocity patterns of the deep layers are in good agreement with the variations of the Moho depth. In general, our models are consistent with previous tomographic velocity models [e.g., Liang et al., 2004; Sun and Toksöz, 2006; Pei et al., 2007; Sun et al., 2008] at large scale, but show considerable differences at local scale. These discrepancies are likely caused by differences in imaging methods, data sets, and resolution between our joint inversion and previous tomographic studies. Such discrepancies also suggest that the crust and upper mantle beneath China are complicated in both regional and local scales. Given the heterogeneity of the stations' location in this study, we may not be able to reveal the structure of the areas without sufficient data coverage. The investigation of the local structure of these areas requires more densely covered temporal deployment data [e.g., Kind et al., 2002; Vergne et al., 2002; Yao et al., 2008; Li et al., 2012; Guo et al., 2015] .
Summary and Conclusions
In this study, we applied a multistep approach to simultaneously invert the teleseismic receiver function and Rayleigh wave group velocity dispersion data observed at +1000 permanent broadband seismic stations in China. We used the RPB method to generate more reliable receiver function observables for inversion. Rayleigh wave group velocity dispersion curves (4.0-100.0 s) at all stations were extracted from high-resolution Rayleigh wave group velocity tomographic models. The initial model of each station was constructed by integrating variety types of data. For the joint inversion of velocity profile beneath each station, we applied enhanced preconditioning on the linearized iterative inversion to regularize and balance multiple data with different types and frequency bands. Finally, we generated a 3-D S wave velocity model by combining all the 1-D velocity models.
In summary, our S velocity models exhibit the following features:
1. An unconsolidated sediment layer between a few hundreds of meters to 2 km with extremely low S velocities (~1.5-2.0 km/s) are present under the major basins, as well as a large area in the northern Tibetan plateau. 2. Low-velocity zones in the upper crust (11 km deep) focus on the major basins. High-velocity anomalies at this depth are found mainly under major orogenic zones. The correlation disappears in the middle crustal depths (24 km). 3. Due to the large difference in Moho depth between the eastern and western China, the S wave velocity maps at the depth range of 35 to 60 km show a strong velocity contrast between the fast east and the slow west bounded by the so-called "N-S trending belt" located at~105°E. 4. The S n velocity of the uppermost mantle, on the other hand, exhibits a fast west and slow east due to the difference in sampling depth at large scale, mixed with some small-scale anomalies.
